From chicken coops to genome maps: generating phenotype from the molecular blueprint.
The tools of molecular and cellular biology can be used to precisely describe traits in terms of a sequence of nucleic acids when their molecular and cellular bases are well understood. The entire genome of elite production birds, however, cannot be written as a series of A's, T's, C's, and G's because the interaction between alleles at the same and different loci is too large and there is likely to be many genotypes that encode the same production trait phenotype. A first draft of the genetic map of the chicken is anticipated within the next few years, but a complete molecular description of the genome of birds with elite production characteristics is not anticipated in the near future. Quantitative genetics will remain the cornerstone of breeding programs for production traits. Novel sequences encoding traits such as enhanced nutritional capability (e.g., expression of phytase) and resistance to specific diseases could be introduced into lines of chickens using the tools of molecular and cellular biology. Cloning could be used by the poultry industry to disperse highly desirable genotypes without the need for grandparent and parent flocks for multiplication.